
Subject: Watch Crystals for Sale
Posted by DarHin on Sat, 06 Jul 2013 03:15:13 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I have 15k+ crystals, mostly glass non-round, to fit most of the major wristwatch brands. I do have
several hundred glass rounds (very few PW) and a few in plastic.

The following just covers those that have been id'd by brand thus far and are the total of unique
part #s. As time allows I will continue to id the unknown. Most are BB brand, along with
Watch-Craft, Federal & Fulton.

Gruen 1100+

Bulova 900+

Elgin 1400+

Hamilton 600+

Benrus 600+

Longines-Wittnauer 400+

And many more for other brands.

For Gruens, when inquiring about a crystal please provide the Gruen movement/style# found
inside the case back. For watches produced prior to the 1950's please also include the model
name if known.

Similarly, Elgins will most likely have a 4 digit case# inside and most Hamiltons will have the
model name inside.

I will also need to know the basic shape of the crystal, and whether it's curved on the bottom
where it mates to the case or is flat. The dimensions of the case bezel, where the crystal sits,
measured in mm to the tenth would also be helpful.

$10 each for Cylinder Glass

$9 each for Regular Low Profile, Double Thick Low Profile, & Round Glass

$8 each for Cylinder Plastic

$7 each for Regular Low Profile & Round PHD Style Plastic

$10 each for Round PA Style Plastic

+ $3.50 S&H to the US Lower 48
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I will email a Paypal invoice once we have your order complete.

Every tenth crystal will be free. Free crystal must be shipped with purchased one.
All crystals are New Old Stock (NOS).

Please use the PM system or email at dch@engelwatch.com. 

Thanks,
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